OUT OF TUNE
You’re not gonna catch me now
I’m flying too close to the sun
this is what I choose to feel right
now
You put my life out of tune
You put my life out of tune

No one’s gonna catch me
today
I’m taking the day off
tomorrow
This is what i choose to feel
right now
You put my life out of tune
You put my life out of tune

Oh that’s bitter
A bitter ending
Explanation please
is there a back door
somewhere out there?
curiosity

Oh that’s bitter
a bitter ending
explanation please
is there a back door
somewhere out there?
I’m curious indeed
Explanation please
Baby, please
Baby, please

The empty space

the empty space
you call your heart
this empty space
you call your heart

There’s no reason in hoping
that no one’s getting hurt
lift your chin and look me in the eye
spit me out you’ve been chewing
on me for way too long
open up that mouth and let me leave
I pretend we’ve never happened

white skull and crossbones

this snow is old and hard
let me be at least echoes in this
empty space
you call your heart
this empty space
you call your heart

lethal white on black
white skull and crossbones
a monkey on my back
white skull and crossbones
demons on the chase
white skull and crossbones
i miss that empty space
you call your heart
the empty space
.....

CHOICES
Don’t get confused by some the numbers on a screen
make up your mind or call the police in your head
poison for your self esteem
only figures and schemes
left alone out of scale, aren’t you?
It’s just a matter of days
until you walk the wrong way
you might question the choices
choices you have
so many choices, choices you have
Still stuck in traffic until you hit a tree
wasting most of your sober mind on TV
the entire world is on hold
every road is twofold
there’s always someone to blame, right?
It’s just a matter of days
until you walk the wrong way
just imagine the choices
choices you have
so many choices, choices you have
you have, you have

HAVE IT YOUR WAY
A whole hearted complicated matter
four eyes and someone else’s heart
point out the one who’s got to pay for
this cold blooded summer nights’ goodbye
a one sided complicated matter
a heartbeat comes slowly to an end
a tree full of frozen cherry blossoms
have it your way, have it your way

Liquified promises
I’m suddenly drowning in an artificial sea
in liquified promises of a long forgotten dream
what a low-life fantasy
such as you
the shadow’s stronger than the light
such as you
There’s some powerful secrets on the backseat of your mind
those powerful secrets are getting louder in the night
what a poor coincidence
such as you
just a passing ecstasy
such as me

